DOCTOR: "Your throat is in a very bad state. Have you ever tried gargling with salt water?"

SKIPPER: "Yus, I've been torpedoed six times."
Invasion of Belgium
Cartoon

UNCONQUERABLE
THE KAISER: “So, you see—you’ve lost everything.”
THE KING OF THE BELGIANS: “Not my soul.”
Invasion of Belgium
GERMAN BULL: "I know I'm making a rotten exhibition of myself; but I shall tell everybody I was goaded into it."
A Chain of Friendship
The Kaiser
The Kaiser

SOLID.

Germany, "Donnerwetter! It's rock. I thought it was going to be paper."
The Kaiser in Morocco
The Kaiser in Morocco
The Kaiser
France and Russian Alliance
Britain and Russian Entente

“All’s Well!"

BRITISH LION AND RUSSIAN BEAR (together), "What a pity we didn't know each other before!"
The Balkans
A FELLOW-FEELING.
American Bird (exhausted by Presidential Election). "GUESS IT'S A HARD LIFE BEING AN EAGLE!"

The Balkans
American entry into WWI